THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
 (2)	With money there went recruiting power.  The Rebellion
could always command larger armies than could the King, and
though the armies of that day were not fully conscript (though
largely composed of pressed men, compelled to serve against
their will), yet they were not as small as might be thought from
the comparatively restricted numbers engaged in, at any rate,
the earlier battles.   For the Civil War raised faction fights all
over England, and required garrisons in a great number of
detached towns, castles, and even private houses.  The opposing
forces put into the field, at their greatest effort, more than
120,000   men—the  equivalent  to-day,   compared  with   our
population, of a million.   Even so, however, much the greater
part of the manhood of the nation was not engaged, most of it
being agricultural, and not to be spared*  As the war proceeded,
and the Rebellion gained more and more territory, its power of
recruitment increased, while the King's declined.   Moreover,
the King had no money to pay for the equipment and mainten-
ance of forces, save what he could get from unorganized levies
and the generous gifts of his richer followers.
 (3)	The Rebellion had a great advantage in artillery.   This
was also part of its advantage in money.   Artillery played little
part in the pitched battles, but the heavy guns were all-important
in the later part of the war for the capture of strongholds, castles,
and walled towns.   Long ago on the Continent artillery had
mastered the old stone defences, which had had to be reinforced
by earthwork;  but in England the old stone walls remained
intact round most of the towns, and the castles were not the ruins
or private houses which they have now become, but forts
organized for defence, and capable of keeping garrisons.   The
King never  had   a siege-train   comparable to that of the
Rebellion.
 (4)	The rebels held nearly all the ports.   Only Chester and
Newcastle were open to the King, while Plymouth, Fowey,
Portsmouth, and everything round the coast up to and including
Hull, were in the hands of his enemies.
 (5)	The rebel command also held the sea, for Percy, the Earl
of Northumberland, who was Charles's admiral, had traitorously
handed the ships over to one working with Charles's opponents.
The fine fleet which Charles had built to withstand the French
'was thus lost to him.   This fleet could not prevent aS suc-
cour from reaching Charles from overseas—indeed, the Queen

